Immediate Actions to Resolve
Hong Kong's Housing Conundrum:
Cut the Red Tape Now!
January 2022
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Research background
Speed up:
Reorganise work procedures and remove barriers

Efficiency up:
Drive civil servants' performance to the fullest
Mass up:
Prioritise housing supply during critical periods
Result analysis：
Shorten public housing waiting time
2 2

Part 1
Research background
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Background: Shortage of land and housing supply
causes significant societal losses
Hongkongers in deep water

Research background

Exceeding critical point

Grassroot housing shortage
Number of PRH general applicants
is 153,700, and average waiting
time reaches 5.9 years

Unaffordable property prices

Population structure
negatively impacted

Home ownership rate is only around 50%.
Grassroots trapped in SDU. SandwichProperty prices staying record high. HOS
class are forced to accept nano-flats.

is oversubscribed by 32.4 times

Extortionate cost of living

Hollowing-out of
industries

Expensive rent. High operations cost for

MNCs are driven away. Local innovation

businesses. Economic homogenisation

is hindered. Jobs decrease. Brain-drain.

Sources: Housing Department, Rating and Valuation Department, Trade and Industry Department, Census and Statistics Department, and CBRE
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Deep-rooted
contradiction explodes
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Research background

300,000 flats are required by 2025

Demands for future
developments

The 14th Five-Year
Plan and the LongRange Objectives
Through the Year 2035

Supply gap is expected
to surpass 120,000 units

The Central Government supports
Hong Kong to develop into an
international innovation and
technology hub
Many talents will relocate to
other cities if their demands for
housing and career development
are not met by 2025

Complete

Accelerate the

120,000 units

completion of the

in advance

Northern Metropolis,
Lantau Tomorrow,
and other long-term

Gaps in previous
housing supply

Long Term

Over 120,000 public and private
housing units are in arrears

Housing Strategy

December 2014

projects

Social contradictions will
become unmanageable if
housing demand cannot be
accommodated by 2025

Estimated to

Estimated to

complete

complete

180,000 units

230,000 units

2021-2025

2026-2030

2030+

Sources: Outline of the 14th Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social Development of the People’s Republic of China and the Long-Range Objectives Through the Year 2035, Long Term Housing Strategy, and OHKF
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Problem 1: The society has been unable to
reach consensus to take action

Debate line 1: Development
density in the New Territories
should not be increased, as
high-density developments
would affect the quality
of living?

Debate line 2: Capacity of
transport infrastructures and
community facilities has
reached the limit, thus
substantial population
growth could not be
sustained?

Debate line 3: Demand for
housing will shrink, following
a reducing birth rate and
rising emigration rate?

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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Research problem

Entangled in
endless debates
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Research problem

Problem 2: Public resources cannot be used
effectively to increase housing supply
2008

2020

Resource input by major related land and housing supply departments [1]
Departmental
estimates

Manpower

HKD 4.87 billions

+188%

16,306 persons

+29%

HKD 14.04 billions [2]

21,003 persons

Available housing units
Number of public
and private housing
completions

Sources: The Budget, Housing Department, and Rating and Valuation Department
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29,450 units
HKD 165,000 per unit
0.55 persons per unit

+9%

32,149 units
HKD 437,000 per unit [2]
0.65 persons per unit

Notes: [1] Major related departments include Development Bureau (Planning and Lands Branch), Development Bureau (Works Branch), Planning
Department, Lands Department, Civil Engineering and Development Department, Buildings Department, and Housing Department. . Please note
that a portion of the resources and manpower of the departments maybe be spent to meet other social needs (e.g., heritage conservation,
greening and landscaping etc.) [2] Numbers not adjusted for inflation
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Research problem
Problem 3. Vetting and approval departments struggle to
balance between guiding and controlling housing developments
Town Planning is the work of guiding and controlling the Land development and uses.
It aims to promote the health, safety, convenience, and general welfare of the community,
and to bring about a better organised, efficient and desirable place to live and work.

Ideally
Strike a balance between
guiding and controlling
development

Guide
development

But in reality
Guide
development

Control
development

Skew towards the
“over-control” side

Control
development

Focus on control and micro-manage applications from
non-government organisations and private developers,
work priority has turned into “finding fault”

Guide Hong Kong’s land development and
uses, by ensuring suitable and sufficient
land supply for residential, industry and
economic development
Safeguard Hong Kong’s land development,
by identifying and filtering out the few
harmful “black sheep”

Lack effective communication with the applicants,
30% of the submitted applications requested for
deferral
“Outsource” the responsibility of guiding development to
the public and external consultants. Lantau Tomorrow was
trapped in an endless loop of public engagement and
external research over the past ten years

Sources: Legislative Council, Town Planning Board, and OHKF
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Research problem

Expediting housing supply by implementing changes on three levels
Level 1：Vetting and approval departments
The challenge

The breakthrough: Speed up

Workflow management is missing in the
development approval procedures, leading to
duplicated regulations and low productivity

Simplify procedures, reduce unnecessary public consultations
and public representations, remove barriers, and facilitate
collaborations between the public and private sectors

Level 2: Civil servants
The challenge

The breakthrough: Efficiency up

Civil servants have gradually developed
a pessimistic work culture of minimising
responsibilities and changes

Establish cross-departmental supply targets, and introduce
corresponding quantifiable performance indicators and
incentives for civil servants

Level 3: Society
The challenge

The breakthrough: Mass up

Society is highly fragmented by the various
rigid individual beliefs on the ideal supply
path or development model

Recognise the necessity to prioritise housing
demands, achieve society-wide consensus, and
substantially increase land and housing supply

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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Part 2
Speed up: Reorganise work procedures
and remove barriers

10

Reorganise three major development work processes

Large-scale
development projects

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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Private housing
developments

Public housing
developments
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Large-scale development

The general process of large-scale development projects
Approx.
1 to 2
years

Approx.
4 to 6 years
New
Development
Area

Preliminary
study

Funding
approval
by the
LegCo

Planning &
feasibility
study and
EIA

Public
engagement

Finalise
development
plan

Statutory
planning
procedures

Approx.
4 years
Land
resumption
and
compensation

Resettle
residents
and business
operators

Approx.
5 years
Site
clearance

Detailed design of the
infrastructure and ground
investigation works

Complete
planning
stage

Reclamation

Reclamation
works

Complete
land
clearance

Site formation
And infrastructure
works

Complete
site
formation

Complete
reclamation

The process is run repeatedly, until the remaining phases complete

Preliminary planning procedure

Planning procedure

•
•

Town Planning Board
Planning Department

Related regulatory development
departments
• Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Department
• Environmental Protection Department
• Transport Department
• Drainage Services Department
• Marine Department
• District Offices

Note: It is understood that these development procedures can be undertook in other sequences
subject to site condition. This graph is a simplified version which may not represent the
actual development procedures for every case.

Land administration procedure

Sources: Legislative Council, and related government departments

Engineering design and site formation procedure

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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Major responsible departments
or organisations
• Development Bureau
• Planning Department
• Civil Engineering and
Development Department

•

Lands Department

• Food and Environmental Hygiene Department

•

Civil Engineering and

• Town Planning Board

Development Department

…and more
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Large-scale development

Simplify public engagements and EIA procedures
!
New
Development
Area/
Reclamation

Preliminary
study

Funding
approval
by the
LegCo

Planning &
feasibility
study and
Environmental
Impact
Assessments

Public
engagement

Finalise
development
plan

Statutory
planning
procedures

Complete
planning
stage

Detailed
design/Land
clearance/
Reclamation
works

Site formation
and
infrastructure
works

Complete
site
formation

Case study: Hung Shui Kiu NDA

Public
consultation

• The three-phase public engagements began in 2011 and the Government finished
collecting opinions in 2016. In the same year, the revised RODP was also announced

Revised
Statutory
recommended planning
OZP
procedure

• Minor amendments were made after the third consultation:

Review land use

Preliminary Outline
Development Plan
Recommended
OZP

This takes at
least 3 years

!

Distribution of land use
during the 3rd consultation

Amendments after
the consultation

Residential

20%

18%

Economic

24%

No changes

Public facilities

20%

No changes

• Simplify and consolidate public engagement under various ordinances
• Streamline the land gazetting process and allow gazette exemption for minor works
• Shorten environmental surveys and report production time, and define clear objectives for each evaluation criteria
© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved. Sources: Legislative Council, Advisory Council on the Environment, and various newspapers
© 2022 Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Right Reserved.
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Large-scale development

Proceed with reclamation works and town planning procedure simultaneously
!
Reclamation
Preliminary
study

!

Funding
approval
by the
LegCo

Planning &
feasibility
study and
Environmental
Impact
Assessments

Public
engagement

Finalise
development
plan

Statutory
planning
procedures

Complete
planning
stage

Reclamation
works

Complete
reclamation

Site
formation
and
infrastructure
works

Complete
site
formation

• Divide development projects into reclamation and superstructure
development for reclamation works and town planning procedure
to proceed simultaneously

According to the Government’s
administrative arrangements, a new OZP
must be prepared before reclamation begins
General
reclamation
procedure

Statutory planning
procedure for
superstructure
development

Reclamation works

Reclamation works
Proposed
arrangements
Note：[1] timeline is simplified and
only list out part of the procedures
Source: Legislative Council

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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Statutory planning
procedure for
superstructure
development
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Large-scale development

Accelerate land assembly to unleash the
development potential of private lands
New Development
Area

Preliminary
study

Funding
approval
by the
LegCo

Planning &
feasibility
study and
Environmental
Impact
Assessments

Public
engagement

Finalise
development
plan

Statutory
planning
procedures

Complete
planning
stage

Land
resumption
and
compensation

Resettle
residents
and business
operators

Site
clearance

Detailed design of the
infrastructure and ground
investigation works

!
Complete
land
clearance

Site formation
And infrastructure
works

Complete
site
formation

Current developments rely heavily
on government initiation
Establish re-sale mechanism for Tso/Tong lands

Conventional new town approach
Limited public-private partnership
channels:

Market-led

Government-led

• Land Sharing Pilot Scheme
• Small amounts of in-situ land exchange

!

Lack efficient mechanism to facilitate
the private development

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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Increase flexibility in Land Sharing Pilot Scheme

Introduce land bonds and land readjustment

• Study on various land assembly models
• Establish a new mechanism to unleash the
development potential of Tso/Tong lands

Large-scale development

Commence detailed designs in all phases in parallel
New Development
Area
Preliminary
study

Funding
approval by
the LegCo

Planning &
feasibility
study and
Environmental
Impact
Assessments

Public
engagement

Finalise
development
plan

Statutory
planning
procedures

Detailed design and land resumption works in later
phases only begin gradually after the development
works in the initial phase have been completed

Land
Resettle
Site
resumption
residents
and
and business clearance
operators
Complete compensation
planning
Detailed design of the
stage
infrastructure and ground
investigation works

!
Complete
land
clearance

Site formation
And infrastructure
works

Complete
site
formation

Begin land resumption and clearing works in advance
Adopt targeted measures for various occupiers to smoothen
the resumption process

Case study: Hung Shui Kiu NDA
Phase 1
Detailed design
Began in 2017

Phase 2
Detailed
design

Phase 3
Detailed
design

Land
resumption

Land
resumption

Land
resumption

Site formation

Site formation

Site formation

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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To be completed
by 2038

Brownfield
operators
How to accelerate
the process?

• Establish logistics nodes
• Establish a dedicated statutory body responsible for the
development of strategic industries

• Review agricultural policies
• Promote agriculture technology through Agricultural Park

Farmers

Source: Legislative Council

Squatter
households

• Improve compensation package
• Proceed with freezing survey earlier
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Large-scale development
Appoint developers to build some infrastructures
to bring forward private development projects scheduled for later phases

!
New Development
Area
Preliminary
study

Funding
approval by
the LegCo

Planning &
feasibility
study and
Environmental
Impact
Assessments

Public
engagement

Finalise
development
plan

Statutory
planning
procedures

Complete
planning
stage

Land
resumption
and
compensation

Resettle
residents
and business
operators

Site
clearance

Complete
land
clearance

Site formation
and infrastructure
works

Complete
site
formation

Private developments scheduled
for later phases are downplayed

Phase 1

•
Phase 1

Phase 2

•

Phase 2

Initiate land exchange procedures for private lands in the remaining
phases during phase 1
Introduce an appropriate mechanism in land exchange to entrust
developers with road construction near private developments

Sources: Various newspapers
© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
© 2022 Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Right Reserved.
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Large-scale development

Recommendations for large-scale developments
4
New
Development
Area

1

Preliminary
study

Funding
approval
by the
LegCo

Planning &
feasibility
study and
EIA

Land
resumption
and
compensation

2
Public
engagement

Finalise
development
plan

Statutory
planning
procedures

Resettle
residents
and business
operators

Site
clearance

Complete
land
clearance

3
Detailed design of the
infrastructure and ground
investigation works

Complete
planning
stage

Reclamation

5
Site formation
And infrastructure
works

Complete
site
formation

Complete
reclamation

Reclamation
works

1 Streamline public engagements and EIA procedures 4 Commence detailed designs in all phases in parallel
•
•
•

Simplify and consolidate public engagement under various ordinances
Streamline the land gazetting process and allow gazette exemption for
minor works
Shorten environmental survey and report production time, and definite
clear objectives for evaluation criteria

2 Proceed with reclamation works and the town
planning procedure Simultaneously

Preliminary planning procedure

Note: It is understood that these development procedures can be
undertook in other sequences subject to site condition. This
graph is a simplified version which may not represent the
actual development procedures for every case.

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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•

Planning procedure
Land administration procedure
Engineering design and site
formation procedure

3

Divide development projects into reclamation and superstructure
development for reclamation works and town planning procedure to
proceed simultaneously

Accelerate land assembly to unleash the
development potential of private lands
•
•

Study on various land assembly models
Establish a new mechanism to unleash the development potential
of Tso/Tong lands

•
•

Begin land resumption and clearing works in advance
Adopt targeted measures for various occupiers to smoothen the
resumption process

5 Appoint developers to build some infrastructures
to bring forward private development projects
scheduled for later phases
•
•

Initiate land exchange procedures for private lands in the remaining
phases during phase 1
Introduce an appropriate mechanism in land exchange to entrust
developers with road construction near private developments
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Private housing

The general process of private housing developments
10 years
and more

Agricultural land
S12A
rezoning
procedure

Comprehensive
Development Area

Urban
redevelopment

Outline Zoning Plan
amendment
procedure

Master Layout Plan
reviewing
procedure

Approx.
4 to 5 years

Rezone lands
for residential
uses

S16 planning
permission

Lease
modification
procedure

Negotiate
land
premiums

Land
premiums
paid

Submit
design
plans

Apply for
superstructure
works
commencement

Apply for
presale
consent

Major responsible
departments or organisations

Compulsory
sale
procedure

Obtain sole
ownership

Planning procedure

Apply for
occupation
permit

Project
completion

Other related departments:

• Town Planning Board

• Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Department

• Planning Department

• Civil Engineering and Development Department
• Environmental Protection Department

Land administration procedure

• Lands Department

• Transport Department

• Lands Tribunal

• Drainage Services Department
• District Offices

Note: It is understood that these development procedures can be undertook in other sequences subject to site condition.
This graph is a simplified version which may not represent the actual development procedures for every case.

Construction procedure

• Buildings Department

• Food and Environmental Hygiene Department
…and more

Sources: Legislative Council, related government departments

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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Private housing

Release Comprehensive Development Areas
Comprehensive
Development Area

!
Master Layout
Plan reviewing
procedure

S16
planning
permission

Lease
modification
procedure

Negotiate
land
premiums

Land
premiums
paid

Submit
design
plans

Apply for
superstructure
works
commencement

Apply for
presale
consent

Apply for
occupation
permit

Project
completion

Case study: Yau Tong Bay CDA
1999

CDA has frozen the
Development of some lots

Rezoned from industrial use to CDA

!

The numerous individual ownerships within the lot have
subsequently increased the difficulty of ownership consolidation,
resulting in slow progress of transformation in the Yau Tong
Industrial Area over the past 10 years

2014

The Government divided the original CDA into 5 smaller CDAs

2016

Development applications were successively received; at least 4
residential projects had been launched

•
Sources: Legislative Council, Town Planning Board, and various newspaper

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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•

Divide CDAs into smaller sites according to size and ownership distribution and
allow development by phase after a certain time period
Establish precise and quantifiable approval criteria for MLP
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Private housing

Enhance town planning procedure
S12A
rezoning
procedure

Agricultural
land
Comprehensive
Development
Area

Outline Zoning Plan
amendment
procedure

Master Layout Plan
reviewing procedure

!
Complete
planning
stage

Lease
modification
procedure

Negotiate
land
premiums

Land
premiums
paid

Submit
design
plans

Apply for
superstructure
works
commencement

Apply for
presale
consent

Apply for
occupation
permit

Project
completion

Shorten the time required for
town planning procedure
•

Condense the statutory time permitted for the plan-making
procedure by half, to 8 to 10 months

•

Amend the “further representation mechanism” to which no
additional hearing is required for opposing further
representations

Rationalise arrangements under
the town planning procedure

•

Only relevant stakeholders should be allowed to apply for rezoning

•

Development applications that have been granted S12 approvals
should be allowed to commence the subsequent procedures
immediately

Source: Town Planning Board

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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Private housing

Accelerate urban redevelopment
Urban
redevelopment

!
Compulsory
sale procedure

Obtain sole
ownership

Buildings in urban area
are rapidly ageing

Lease
modification
procedure

!
Buildings aged 50 years and

Rate of building
ageing

above increase annually by

600 buildings

Redevelopment
rate

Negotiate
land
premiums

Land
premiums
paid

Submit
design
plans

Apply for
superstructure
works
commencement

Apply for
presale
consent

Apply for
occupation
permit

Project
completion

•

Accelerate Private Redevelopment projects with the following measures

✓

Lower the compulsory sale
✓
threshold for aged buildings
✓
Study on the transfer of plot ratio
Increase the plot ratio of some
old urban areas

✓
✓

Street consolidation
Allow interchangeability between
residential and nonresidential
plot ratios

Redevelopment projects launched by the Urban
Renewal Authority each year are less than

•

100 buildings

✓ Reflect the corresponding changes in the OZP immediately according to
URA’s study results and recommendations
✓ Adopt a more flexible compensation strategy

Facilitate redevelopment works by the Urban Renewal Authority

Sources: Development Bureau, Urban Renewal Authority, and various newspapers

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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Private housing

Simplify land leases
Agricultural land/
Comprehensive
Development Area/
Urban redevelopment

!
Complete
planning
stage or obtain
sole ownership

Lease
modification
procedure

Complex lease terms increase
development challenges
•
•

Current leases are extremely complicated, as they include
statutory requirements covered by other laws and the
technical requirements requested by other departments
Even minor changes require land lessees to undergo
complicated lease modification procedure

Sources: Lands Department, various newspapers

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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Negotiate
land
premiums

Land
premiums
paid

Submit
design
plans

Apply for
superstructure
works
commencement

Apply for
presale
consent

Apply for
occupation
permit

Project
completion

Case study: Kai Tak commercial plots (New Kowloon Inland Lot No. 6615)）

!

• Conditions of sale are 254-page long
• At least 16 colours and patterns are
used to indicate different requirements
for various sections of land

Simplify land leases by excluding specific requisites, such as drainage
and sewage impact assessment, if they are already covered in relevant
regulations or overseen by other departments
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Private housing

Accelerate lease modification procedure
Agricultural land/
Comprehensive
Development Area/
Urban redevelopment

!
Complete
planning
stage or obtain
sole ownership

Lease
modification
procedure

Negotiate
land
premiums

Land
premiums
paid

Submit
design
plans

Apply for
superstructure
works
commencement

Apply for
presale
consent

Apply for
occupation
permit

Project
completion

Private development projects involving residential
use that require land exchange / lease modification
Financial
year

Approved
cases

Estimated
number of units

2017/18

21

16,761

2018/19

13

3,730

2019/20

5

2,055

2020/21

7

1,158

!
Average processing time

59 months
•
•

Pilot scheme for charging
land premiums at “standard
rates” for redevelopment of
industrial buildings

VS

Average processing time

1 year

Extend the use of “standard rates” to all lease modification applications for agricultural
lands in the New Territories
Establish a clear timeframe for reviewing and approving lease modification

Sources: Legislative Council, Lands Department

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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Private housing

Strengthen the functions of the Development Projects Facilitation Office
Agricultural land/
Comprehensive
Development Area/
Urban redevelopment

Planning
procedure

Compulsory
sale procedure

Complete
planning
stage or obtain
sole ownership

Lease
modification
procedure

Negotiate land
premiums

Land
premiums
paid

Submit
design
plans

Apply for
superstructure
works
commencement

Apply for
presale
consent

Apply for
occupation
permit

Project
completion

!
Strengthen the functions of the
Development Projects Facilitation Office:

Government departments that receive applications
only serve as “mailboxes”

Planning department

Lands department

Serve as a decision-making body that
coordinates land development approval
works and aptly balance the requirements
from different departments

Serve as the first and only point of
contact between the government and
developers

Building department
Sources: Development Bureau, various newspapers

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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Private housing

Recommendations for private housing developments
Agricultural land
S12A
rezoning
procedure

Comprehensive
Development Area

6

2
Outline Zoning Plan
amendment
procedure

Rezone lands
for residential
uses

5
1

4

Master Layout Plan
reviewing
procedure

Lease
modification
procedure

S16 planning
permission

Negotiate
land
premiums

Land
premiums
paid

Submit
design
plans

Apply for
superstructure
works
commencement

Apply for
presale
consent

Apply for
occupation
permit

Project
completion

1 Release Comprehensive Development Areas 4 Simplify leases
•

Urban
redevelopment

•

3
Compulsory
sale
procedure

Obtain sole
ownership

Divide Comprehensive Development Areas into smaller sites
according to the size and ownership distribution
Establish quantifiable approval criteria for Master Layout Plans

2 Enhance town planning procedure
•
•

Shorten the statutory time required for the town planning procedure
Rationalise arrangements under the town planning procedure

•

Sources: Legislative Council, related government departments

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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Planning procedure
Land administration procedure
Construction procedure

•

Introduce measures to accelerate private redevelopment
projects, such as lowering the threshold for compulsory sales,
exploring the transfer of plot ratio, raising plot ratio in some
urban areas, street consolidation, and interchangeability
between residential and nonresidential plot ratios
Reflect the corresponding changes in the Outline Zoning Plan
following the research by the Urban Renewal Authority, and
review the valuation mechanism in setting compensation

Exclude specific requisites if they are already covered in
relevant regulations or overseen by other departments

5 Accelerate lease modification Procedure
•
•

3 Accelerate urban redevelopment
Note: It is understood that these development procedures can be
undertook in other sequences subject to site condition. This
graph is a simplified version which may not represent the
actual development procedures for every case.

•

Extend the use of “standard rates” to all lease modification
applications for agricultural lands in the New Territories
Establish a clear timeframe for reviewing and approving lease
amendments

6 Strengthen the functions of the
Development Projects Facilitation Office
•
•

Serve as a decision-making body that coordinates land
development approval works and aptly balance the
requirements from different departments
Act as the first and only point of contact between the
Government and developer
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Public housing

The general process of public housing developments
Approx.
4 years

Rezoning

Engineering
Feasibility study
Outline Zoning Plan
amendment
procedure

Rezone lands
for residential
uses

Conduct detailed design,
site investigation
and tender works

Formulate
planning
brief
Land
resumption
and
compensation

Resettle
residents
and
business
operators

Land
clearance

Complete
land
clearance

Conduct detailed design
of the infrastructure and
site investigation
works and consult with
related departments
and stakeholders

Site formation
and
infrastructure
works

Major responsible
departments or organisations

Redeveloping
aged estates
Apply for increasing
Development density

S16 planning
permission

Note: It is understood that these development procedures can be undertook in other sequences
subject to site condition. This graph is a simplified version which may not represent the
actual development procedures for every case.
Sources: Legislative Council, related government departments

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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Approx.
4 years

Approx.
5 to 7 years

Planning procedure

• Town Planning Board
• Planning Department

Land administration procedure

• Lands Department
• Housing Authority / Housing
Department

Engineering design and
site formation procedure

• Civil Engineering and
Development Department

Construction procedure

• Housing Authority/
Housing Department

Complete
site
formation

Construction
works

Project
completion

Other related departments:
• Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Department
• Environmental Protection Department
• Transport Department
• Drainage Services Department
• District Offices
• Food and Environmental Hygiene Department
...and more
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Public housing

Make proactive and professional judgments during district consultations
Engineering
feasibility study

Rezoning

Redeveloping
aged estates

Outline Zoning Plan
amendment procedure

Complete
planning
stage

Apply for increasing
development density

Land
resumption
and
compensation

Resettle
residents and
business
operators

Land
clearance

Complete
land
clearance

Conduct detailed design,
site investigation
and tender works

Formulate
planning brief

!

Conduct detailed design of the
infrastructure and site investigation
works and consult with related
departments and stakeholders

Site
formation and
infrastructure
works

Complete
site
formation

Construction
works

Project
completion

Case study: Development at Chung Nga Road West in Tai Po
January
2014
September
2015

First proposed during the Tai Po District
Council meeting

Multiple rounds of design modification have failed to meet
the requirements of the District Council

!

2014 plan

OZP was approved by the Chief Executive in
Council, and rezoning was also completed
•
•

(Original schedule)
2018

!

Construction
began
May
2021

2024

•
•

CEDD consulted the DC
on the latest proposal

A 40-story building 950 units,
accommodating 2,900 residents
A primary school with 30
classrooms
500 m2 of retail facilities
25 private car park spaces, 2
spaces for light goods vehicles,
and 8 parking lots for
motorcycles
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1,030 units will
be completed

2018 plan
•
•
•
•
•

2021 plan

A 44-story building
1,030 units, accommodating
2,900 residents
A primary school with 24
classrooms
600 m2 of retail facilities
80 private car park spaces, 2
spaces for light goods vehicles,
and 8 parking lots for motorcycles

7 years of indecisions

950 units will
be completed

2030 (Target timeline)

2016 plan

Recognise the consultative functions of the DC, and instruct related
departments to respond to relevant feedback with professional
judgement and proceed swiftly on to the next phase
Sources: Tai Po District Council, various newspapers
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Public housing

Draw reference from the practice of the past Private Sector
Participation Scheme to improve construction efficiency
Engineering
feasibility study

Rezoning

Outline Zoning Plan
amendment procedure

Redeveloping
aged estates

Apply for increasing
development density

!
Complete
planning
stage

Land
resumption
and
compensation

Resettle
residents and
business
operators

Private Sector Participation Scheme
•

Formulate
planning brief

Land
clearance

Complete
land
clearance

Conduct detailed design of the
infrastructure and site investigation
works and consult with related
departments and stakeholders

Conduct detailed design,
site investigation
and tender works
Site
formation and
infrastructure
works

Complete
site
formation

Construction
works

Project
completion

Examples of PSPS estates:

Stated in tender documents:
◼ Size and quantity of residential units
◼ Quantity and maximum area of nonresidential facilities
(such as shops and car parks)

◼ The Government buys back some of the completed flats
at a predetermined price

•

HKHA and HKHS can randomly select some of the
completed units for repurchase at a predetermined price

Kornhill Garden

Fullview Garden

Lung Mun Oasis

Draw reference from the practice of the past PSPS to enhance
the construction efficiency of public housing

Sources: Department of Real Estate and Construction,
the University of Hong Kong, and various newspapers
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Public housing

Enhance transparency and accountability of public housing projects
Engineering
feasibility study

Rezoning

Redeveloping
aged estates

Outline Zoning Plan
amendment procedure
Apply for increasing
development density

Formulate
planning brief
Complete
planning
stage

Land
resumption
and
compensation

Land development
procedure
Submission of
building plans
Commencement
of construction
Completion of
construction project

Complete
land
clearance

Land
clearance

Conduct detailed design of the
infrastructure and site investigation
works and consult with related
departments and stakeholders

Site
formation and
infrastructure
works

Complete
site
formation

Construction
works

Project
completion

!
The 10-year supply goal of the LTHS is not
backed by corresponding housing plans

The level of information disclosure of
public housing projects is low
Private housing

Resettle
residents and
business
operators

Conduct detailed design,
site investigation
and tender works

Public housing

Year

Expected availability
(number of units)

2021-22

29,100

2022-23

18,800

2023-24

14,600

2024-25

23,300

2025-26

24,600

The 10-year supply
goal of the Long Term
Housing Strategy

301,000

After 2026

Units delivered

•
Source: Transport and Housing Bureau
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•

Establish a “one-stop” platform to disclose the
progress of various public housing projects
Formulate project specification plans for the
public housing supply for the next 10 years
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Public housing

Recommendations for public housing developments
3

Rezoning

Engineering
Feasibility study
Outline Zoning Plan
amendment
procedure

Rezone lands
for residential
uses

2
Conduct detailed design,
site investigation
and tender works

Formulate
planning
brief

Land
resumption
and
compensation

Resettle
residents
and
business
operators

Land
clearance

Complete
land
clearance

Conduct detailed design
of the infrastructure and
site investigation
works and consult with
related departments
and stakeholders

Site formation
and
infrastructure
works

Complete
site
formation

Construction
works

Project
completion

1

Redeveloping
aged estates
Apply for increasing
Development density

1 Make proactive and professional

S16 planning
permission

Planning procedure
Note: It is understood that these development procedures can be
undertook in other sequences subject to site condition. This
graph is a simplified version which may not represent the
actual development procedures for every case.
Sources: Legislative Council, related government departments
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Land administration procedure

Engineering design and
site formation procedure
Construction procedure

3 Enhance transparency and accountability

judgments during district Consultations

of public housing Projects

• Recognise the consultative functions of the
District Council, and instruct departments to
respond to relevant feedback with professional
judgment to proceed swiftly to the next phase

• Establish a “one-stop” platform to disclose the
progress of various public housing projects
• Formulate public housing supply schedules for
the next 10 years

2 Draw reference from the practice of the past Private Sector
Participation Scheme to improve construction
• State sizes and quantities of residential units in tender documents
• The Housing Authority or Housing Societycan randomly select some
of the completed units for repurchase at a predetermined price
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Part 3
Efficiency up: Drive civil servants’
performance to the fullest

32

Establish a dedicated department to spearhead large-scale
regional developments and strengthen high-level steering
Lack high-level steering and coordination

Current status

Civil servant

Establish a dedicated department to lead the developments
of the Northern Metropolis and the Lantau Tomorrow Vision

2021 Policy Address
Dedicated department for regional developments
Set up a project office for each NDA

Prepare development plans
Case for reference:
Territory Development Department
(1973–2004)

Conduct feasibility studies
Obtain approval on all statutory procedures
Oversee land acquisition and clearance

Deputy Secretary of
Department

Manage all engineering development projects

Exercise financial control

…and many other
departments

Also leads industrial
development

Develop industrial policies and attract investments
Create jobs and economic outputs

Sources: Policy Address, Legislative Council, Airport Authority, and OHKF
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Civil servant

Based on the Government inter-departmental top-tier land and housing supply goals,
the relevant departments should set their own corresponding quantifiable performance indicators
Currently, various departments have not set any quantifiable performance indicators
with an aim of increasing the supply of land and housing

Each department sets its own corresponding quantifiable performance indicators

Private housing

is suggested to set targets for
successful rezoning of land into
residential developments

is suggested to set targets for
successful approval of land for
residential developments
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is suggested to set targets for
completing site formation works
for residential developments

is suggested to set targets for
successful approval of new private
housing

Communicate efficiently for target feasibility

Public housing

is suggested to set targets for
newly completed and commenced
public housing

Introduce a performance-based reward and punishment system
that encourages civil servants to accelerate housing supply
Civil servants have lost purpose in service

Civil servant

Introduce a performance-based reward and
punishment system for civil servants

Case study: Singapore
External checks and balances

Case study: South Korea
Performance-based rankings

Legislative
Council

District
Councils

Public
opinion

Performance bonuses worth up
to 6 times of the monthly salary

Performance rating quotas

Special bonuses based on
economic performance

Performance bonuses worth
up to 2.6 times of the monthly
salary

Internal checks and balances
Audit
Commission

Independent
Commission Against
Corruption

Promotion potential rating
mechanism

Performance-based
promotion mechanism

Sources: Research Office of the Legislative Council Secretariat, OHKF
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Civil servant

Efficiency up: an overview
Establish a dedicated department

• Draw reference from the Territory Development Department to establish a
dedicated department for regional development

• Set up a project office for each New Development Area
• Develop suitable industrial policies for each New Development Area

Set quantifiable performance
indicators

Based on the Government inter-departmental top-tier land and housing
supply goals, each relevant departments should set their own
corresponding quantifiable performance indicators
•

Planning Department is suggested to set targets for successful rezoning of

land into residential developments
•

Lands Department is suggested to set targets for successful approval of
land for residential Developments

•

Civil and Engineering Development Department is suggested to set targets
for completing site formation works for residential development

•

Building Department is suggested to set targets for successful approval of

new private housing
•

Housing Department is suggested to set targets for newly completed and
commenced public housing

Introduce a performance-based
reward and punishment system

• Offer performance bonuses
• Offer special bonuses based on economic performance
• Establish performance-based promotion evaluation mechanism

© Our Hong Kong Foundation Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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Part 4
Mass up: Prioritise housing supply
during critical periods

37

Increase the development density of the New Territories
to reflect the current demands of society

Boost supply

Over the years, Hong Kong’s “Central perspective” has undermined the strategic importance of the New Territories

Development density

Shenzhen CBD
Nationwide technology Nationwide
technology and innovation centre,
with ample opportunities

New Territories
Strategically located next to Shenzhen, with
expansive lands but sparse population

Benchmark against Shenzhen to enhance the
development density in the border area where appropriate

Sources: Hong Kong planning standards and guidelines,
Shenzhen City Planning Standards and Guidelines, OHKF
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Realise the development potential
unlocked by the Northern Link

Urban areas of Hong Kong Island and Kowloon
Crowded environment, high cost of living, lack of
economic diversity

Enhance overall development density of the New
Territories, particularly in the border areas next to
Shenzhen and regions along the Northern Link,
to realise the development potential and strategic
value of the New Territories
38

Boost supply

Review for a reasonable distribution of green land to improve living spaces
Distribution of green land and residential land in Hong Kong

Green land ratios in other cities

Green land [1]

London

Country park

38%

Singapore

8%

Residential land [2]

Review for a reasonable distribution
of green land by drawing reference
from other global cities

Apart from exploring the potential of rezoning for
residential developments…
Wilderness that
lacks facilities

Notes:
[1] Green lands include woodlands, shrublands,
grasslands, and wetlands
[2] Residential lands include private housing,
public housing, and rural settlement

Green land ratio reaches 67%
Much higher than the residential land ratio of 7%

Sources: Planning Department, OHKF
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Public spaces
available for residents

Allow “green belt” to be included in
private residential development for
non-domestic use
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Boost supply

Review the planning of the wetland buffer zone
拉姆薩爾濕地
Distribution
of wetland in Hong Kong

Unresolved wetland planning problems
Out of the approx. 1,000 ha land in the wetland
buffer area, many have already degraded into
wastelands or brownfields, but the Government has
yet to present any redevelopment or study plan

Wetland conservation area (revised in 2014)
Wetland buffer zone (revised in 2014)

Review the planning intention for
wetland buffer area and study
the feasibility of the “transfer of
plot ratio” planning tool

Study the feasibility of the transfer of plot ratio
in the wetland buffer area
Receiving sites (RS)
with low ecological values

Wetland area
Approx. 3,000 ha (2.7% of

Sending sites (SS)
with high ecological values

total land area in Hong Kong)
Sources: Development Bureau, Planning Department, and OHKF
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Boost supply

Draw reference from the “white zone” planning tool
and establish a land reserve mechanism
Residential

Vacant government lands
without long-term use

Commercial

Mixed use
New business models

White
zone

Land reserve
mechanism

？

Accommodate
unforeseeable needs by
allowing flexible land use

For land reserve

Draw reference from the “white zone”
planning tool and allow greater
flexibility in land use
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Explore a suitable land
reserve mechanism
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Boost supply

Enhance the overall construction capacity
Local construction workers

The construction expenditures in Hong Kong
is expected to increase continually
Fiscal year
Construction expenditure
forecast for public and private
projects (HKD billions)
Increase in comparison to
2021/22

Face major a succession gap

2021/22

2025/26

2030/31

2,200-2,700

2,450-3,000

2,400-3,250

-

11%

9%-20%

The average age is 46
44% over 50 years old

The increasing construction expenditure has yet to include…

300,000 public and private housing
units and related infrastructure
facilities due for completion by 2025

Import overseas workers
The current Supplementary Labour Scheme
lacks flexibility
Expand the scope of the Supplementary Labour
Scheme to include supervisors and professional roles,
and simplify application procedures where appropriate

Popularise new technologies
Modular Integrated Construction (MiC)

Northern Metropolis, Lantau
Tomorrow Vision, and other largescale regional developments
Sources: Construction Industry Council
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Building Information Modeling (BIM)

Create favourable conditions for the large-scale
application of MiC and BIM
42

Boost supply

Facilitate robust development of the industry
Brain
drain
Housing construction depends on
built-environment professionals

Industry feedback indicates
the Government tends to
over-regulate and hires
surplus manpower, which
dilute the industry talent pool

Adopting a “lowest
winning-bid” principle in
the tender process
causes destructive
competition in the industry

High frequency
of payment
disputes in
construction
contracts

Building design lacks
life-cycle safety
considerations, making it
difficult to further reduce
industry casualties

Encourage “professional self-inspection” as much as
Attracts
possible and maintain an appropriate balance of regulatory
吸引人才
talent
and industry manpower

Architects

Engineers

Landscape architects

Surveyors
Planners

Industry
decline and
construction
inefficiency

Industry
expansion and
construction
efficiency

Study new tendering models that encourage healthy
competition in the market
Explore appropriate mechanisms to extend measures
of “security of payment” to private development
projects
Adopt proper measures to popularise “Design for
Safety” in the industry to identify and eliminate
safety risks in the early stage of planning and design
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Boost supply

Mass up: an overview
New Territories

In view of the serious shortage of
developable land, the Government
must lead the society to reach
a consensus to act

• Benchmark against Shenzhen to enhance the development density in the border area
where appropriate
• Realise the development potential unlocked by the Northern Link

Green land

• Review a reasonable distribution of green land in Hong Kong, by drawing reference from
other global cities
• Allow “green belt” to be included in private residential development for non-domestic use

Wetland Buffer Area

• Review the planning intention for study the feasibility of the “transfer of plot ratio”
planning tool

Land Reserve

• Draw reference from the “white zone” planning tool and allow greater flexibility in land use
• Explore a suitable land reserve mechanism

Construction Capacity

• Expand the scope of the Supplementary Labour Scheme to include supervisor and
professional roles and simplify application procedures where appropriate

• Create favourable conditions to popularise large-scale applications of MiC and BIM
Industry Development

• Encourage “professional self-inspection” as much as possible, and maintain an
appropriate balance of regulatory and industry manpower
• Study new tendering models that encourage healthy competition in the market
• Explore appropriate mechanisms to extend measures of “payment security” to private
development projects to accelerate cash flow and dispute resolution
• Adopt proper measures to popularise “Design for Safety” in the industry to identify and
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eliminate safety risks in the early stage of planning and design

Part 5
Result analysis: Shorten
public housing waiting time

45

Result analysis

Three recommendations on accelerating housing supply in the short run
Potential projects that can be completed by 2025

Approx. 123,000 units

Private housing
Projects under site formation
and construction

Approx. 22,000 units

Relax the restrictions moderately
for the importation of overseas
professional workers, and
streamline the vetting and
approval process of building plans,
in order to accelerate project
commencement and construction
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Public housing
Projects in planning and land
administration procedure

Approx. 15,000 units

Accelerate land resumption and
clearance, and simultaneously
carry out detailed design and
site formation works for the
remaining phases of the New
Development Areas

Projects under site formation
and construction

Approx. 86,000 units

Leverage market power and
reintroduce the Private Sector
Participation Scheme and
popularise the applications of MiC
to enhance construction efficiency
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Result analysis

Number of applicants waiting for public rental housing
will evidently reduce after barriers are removed

Number of general applicants waiting for public rental housing

180,000

Baseline scenario

153,700

160,000

140,000

The number of general applicants
waiting for public rental housing

120,000

Barrier removal scenario

Waiting applicants

will exceed 160,000 by 2024

100,000

80,000

60,000

The number of general applicants

waiting for public rental housing

40,000

will reduce to less than 100,000
by 2026

20,000

0
2009
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2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

實際輪候人數
基準情景
Actual waiting
Baseline scenario

2018

2019

2020

2021

鬆綁情景
Barrier removal scenario

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026
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Result analysis

The average waiting time is also expected to decline
Average waiting time for public rental housing general applicants
Baseline scenario

7

6.3 years

5.9 years

6
The average waiting time for

public rental housing general
by 2024

Barrier removal scenario

The average waiting time for

5
Average waiting time (years)

applicants will reach 6.3 years

4

3.7 years
3

2

public rental housing general

applicants will reduce to 3.7

1

years by 2026
0
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026
實際輪候時間
基準情景
鬆綁情景
Actual waiting
Baseline
Barrier removal
time
scenario
scenario
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Conclusion: We must overcome the challenge with no delay.
Let’s prioritise and make vital breakthroughs together!
Blocked water
source in the
summer heat

Digging
a new well
somewhere
else?

Dig faster and deeper in the
original blocked well in order
to save time

Good idea but it takes a lot
of time. People who are in
dire need of hydration are
likely to get heatstroke at
any moment.
Adverse living
condition due
to housing
shortage

Solving the crisis
with the Northern
Metropolis?

Significantly streamline the
development procedures to
speed up the development
of housing projects on the
spade-ready and semispade-ready sites

Good direction but largescale regional development
takes decades to mature. It
will be too late to solve the
housing emergency
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Recover from
dehydration, explore
new water sources
and build sustainable
water reserve

Close the housing gap
once and for all, develop
long-term supply projects
and establish sustainable
land reserve
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